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Dear Readers,
The October Topic of the Month on SAP Community is SAP Cloud Platform, Kyma
runtime. With the launch of the SAP Kyma Runtime SAP offers customers and
partners an environment that allows them to build extensions by using both
microservices and serverless functions.
Read more in this blog post and learn more about Kyma runtime in this openSAP
course.
Regards,
Catherine LaCroix
Editor

Get a Fully Managed Runtime
Based on Kyma and
Kubernetes
SAP Cloud Platform, Kyma runtime is
a fully managed Kubernetes-based
runtime that allows partners and
customers to build extensions by using
both microservice and serverless
functions. Kyma runtime is now
available for partners to test, demo,
and develop. Read more in this blog
post. Also, be sure to read the blog
post by SAP's head of Developer
Experience, Thomas Hertz. Hertz
covers how Kyma runtime lets you
combine existing IT solutions to create
new capabilities.
Read the blog

SAP Developer News Show
We've recently launched a new,
weekly SAP Developer News program
on the SAP Developers channel on
YouTube. Sometimes it's easy to miss
some of the most important and helpful
content. Therefore every Friday we will
use episodes of this new show to try
and help keep you up to date. The
show highlights some of the most
interesting SAP developer focused
topics each week. It might be a new
blog post, a video, a community event,
a new sample code, or even a
product/feature release.
Read the blog

Learning Environment for
SAP S/4HANA System
Conversions

ABAP Open Source Tools
Provided by the SAP
Community

Setting up a learning environment for
SAP S/4HANA System Conversions
can be quite a laborious task. In this
blog post, SAP's Lars Rueter has
created a solution that can help you
quickly deploy to several major cloud
infrastructure providers.

In this blog post, SAP Champion
Andreas Gautsch offers his follow-up
information on Open Source Tools
mentioned in the SAP Coffee Corner
Meetup – Unconference Session:
Speed up ABAP development with
SAP Community tools.

Read the blog

Read the blog

Community News

Devtoberfest from SAP – An open celebration of what makes
us developers: Coding and Collaboration!
Please join us for Devtoberfest, a nine-week celebration by developers, for
developers to kick off SAP TechEd 2020.
Read more

Upcoming Community Calls
October 22
Software Logistics Solutions from SAP in a Hybrid World
SAP offers a broad spectrum of software life cycle solutions from the
management of large on-premise landscapes to software running ondemand in the cloud. In this call we will give an overview about the solution
portfolio and will also talk about how we bridge the gap in hybrid scenarios.

Volker Zirkel, Marcus Roland Schwarz
October 28
Plan Your Cloud Journey with Maintenance Planner
As businesses move toward cloud-based solutions, it becomes critical to
support landscape maintenance requirements for your hybrid landscapes.
Typical services now offered by Maintenance Planner will be extended to
support customers in transformation projects. From visualizing your current
hybrid landscapes to painting futuristic strategy pictures based on SAP
published reference landscapes
Priti Dhingra, Anupam Rajput
October 30
Efficient DevOps with SAP Cloud Platform
DevOps is a key enable to achieve high agility in cloud projects. SAP Cloud
Platform offers tools and services that foster corresponding principles and
ease adoption – for cloud-native applications, but also for hybrid scenarios.
Get an overview of SAP's DevOps concept around SAP Cloud Platform
and how SAP brings in its vast experience in enterprise software to enable
DevOps with the right mix of agility and enterprise-readiness.
Boris Zarske
November 2
Transporting ABAP and non-ABAP objects (CTS, CTS+, cCTS, HTA (for
HDI), gCTS)
If customers develop their own functionality, they most probably will do so
in a development system and then move the changes to a testing and
finally a production system. In this session, you will get an overview, how
moving these changes works in ABAP, for non-ABAP and if changes in
ABAP and non-ABAP have to be moved together.
Karin Spiegel
Read the article

SAP Community Fan Shop – Visit the Online Store!
Since we're all shopping online these days, stop by our new community fan
shop! It's an online shop where you can buy SAP Community branded
material for your own use.

Read the article
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